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faAB HomeFashions has brought creativity along with 
high standards in design, construction and manufacturing 
to ready-made draperies. Quality fabrics are married with 
exclusive styling and “faux custom features.”

faAB offers three collections: faAB HOME, FAAB•U•LESS 
and faAB-u-Luxe, offering well-priced, value-priced and 
totally “Luxe-urious” options, all supported by innovative, 
easy to use catalogues.

Ready-mades, Perfected

faAB’s ready-mades have 
headings especially designed 
to slip easily onto any standard, 
decorative drapery rod. 

Whether the drapery features a rod 
pocket, tabs hidden on the back 
(faAB Pleat), grommets or a fixed 
pleat heading (Perfect Pleat II/
Inverted Pleat), the panel will hang 
in unstructured folds across the 
rod. When tightly ruched or stacked 
on the rod the drapery panels 
create volume on the window.  
This gives a customized elegant 
look. For a more casual effect, 
spread panels loosely across  
the rod. 

Surface texture. 

Draperies manufactured with 
fabrics that include interesting 
surface textures and natural fibres 
are a significant design trend. 
Customers are enticed by silk, 
natural linens, bulky chenille and 
intricately woven damasks.

New length

Extra-long draperies that puddle 
on the floor have been replaced 
with floor-length draperies that just 
skim the floor or allow the panel 
to lightly rest on the floor. Just add 
a few inches to the length and the 
drape will “kneel” on the floor the 
way a well-tailored trouser breaks 
over a shoe.

Designer Tip

Floors, walls and large upholstery pieces 
are the major ingredient in any room.  
Using colours plucked from these  
elements as inspiration can result in 
drapes hung in dramatic saturated  
colours or updated calming taupes. 

Well chosen ready-made draperies add 
spice and act as the final touch tying all 
your décor elements together.

What faAB windows are wearing faAB Pleat
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Faux Custom Features
It’s simple! Ready-mades are drapery panels that are 
manufactured, packaged for retail and Ready-to-Hang. 

But, faAB Ready-mades have been Perfected. 

We take construction elements inherent in a custom drapery 
panel, use four exclusive and specially designed headings, 
then manufacture them with first quality, sophisticated 
fabrics in today’s hottest colours.

• Custom quality, 4" (10 cm) 
turned headings and hems

• 1" (2.5 cm) blind stitched  
side seams

• Length, a generous  
96" (244 cm)

• Designer quality decorative 
fabrics in generous widths,  
just like custom-made draperies. 
So even a single set of ready-
mades look divine on the 
window. But double them up and 
you have enough fullness to feel 
absolutely luxurious.

• Drapes are fully lined with 
superior quality lining to give  
the panels, body and fullness.  
(see The Lining Story page 9)

• faAB’s linings are sewn into  
the drapery heading, then down 
the sides of the panel, but left 
loose across the bottom,  
just like custom draperies.  
This allows the face fabric to  
fall naturally. 

• Weighted corners, sewn right in, 
ensures that the drapery hangs 
evenly across the rod.

Custom lengths  
up to 120" (305 cm)

faAB draperies can be 
manufactured in custom lengths. 

Need some guidance, read 
through the steps, Install  
Drapes like a Pro. for designer 
quality results (pages 11-12.)

Double width panels  

faAB panels hang beautifully 
on the drapery rod even when 
doubled up. We’ve designed faAB 
headings to fall into natural folds so 
that the split between the panels 
is hidden but if required, we offer 
double width panels as a custom 
feature in most of our collections. 
Details and pricing are noted in the 
faAB Catalogue.

Banded panels  

Our Persia Silk, Siam and Linen 
collections, are available with a 
custom banded feature.  
Choose any two colours within 
the same collection and designate 
one colour for the main body of the 
panel (75% of the overall length 
of the drapery) and one colour for 
the decorative band (25% of the 
drapery). Truly a customized look.

Details and pricing are noted in the 
faAB Catalogue.

Standard Faux Custom Features:

Additional faAB Features: Banded Panel



faAB’s Exclusive Headings
The faAB Five

The faAB Five, headings that have been uniquely designed to slip easily onto a decorative rod and, with no fuss (or design 
experience), they’ll hang in beautiful folds across the window.

Grommet 

The modern clean look of 
grommets work beautifully with 
any décor. The grommets are 
evenly spaced across the heading 
of the drapery and when woven 
on to a rod, structured columns 
are created across the face of 
the drapery. To keep the integrity 
of these folds, do not extend the 
drapery more than 16" (40 cm). 
Note: Coverage of a Grommet 
panel when fully extended is only 
36" (90 cm) across the rod.

Features: Eight metal grommets 
in brushed nickel. The overall 
dimension of each grommet is 
2.25" (6 cm). The edge of the 
grommet is 0.5" (1.25 cm) wide 
and has a 1.5" (4 cm) centre. 
Perfect for a 1.25" (3 cm) drapery 
rod. There is a take-up of 1"  
(2.5 cm) from the top edge of the 
drapery to the top inside edge of 
the grommet. Account for this when 
installing your drapery rod.

faAB Pleat 

An innovative ready-made heading. 
The faAB pleat has been designed 
to look like a custom-made pleat 
panel. The exclusive design 
features hidden tabs on the back  
of the heading. When shirred on 
to a drapery rod, soft folds are 
created across the face of the 
drapery. The panel is simple to 
hang, no hooks, no I-beams,  
no rings required.

Features: Ten 3.5" (9 cm) 
loops which have been sized 
to accommodate a 1.25" (3 cm) 
drapery rod. The loop is sewn 
on to the heading 1" (2.5 cm) 
from the top edge of the drapery. 
This is called a take-up and is a 
standard custom drapery feature. 
Once installed, the take-up hides 
the brackets of the drapery 
rod. Package of 10 pin hooks is 
attached to back of drapery for  
use with rings. Use the tabs on the 
back of the faAB Pleat as a guide 
for pin hooks.

Rod Pocket Panel 

Designed for lightweight sheer 
fabrics. Simply shirr the drapery 
onto a rod. For best results, use 
two times fullness across the rod. 
This will ensure a custom look  
and additional fullness will  
provide privacy.

Features: The heading features 
a 2.5" (6 cm) pocket across the 
top edge of the panel. It has been 
designed to fit comfortably onto a 
1.5" (3.8 cm) drapery rod or the  
Add-a-Rod.

The Perfect Pleat II 

We’ve sewn seven beautifully 
constructed goblet style pleats 
onto the face of the panel so it 
looks just like a custom-made  
pleat panel when hung on a rod. 
The pleats are perfectly spaced 
and fixed so that the beauty of the 
folds remain even when the panels 
are drawn or closed. 

Features: On the face of the 
drapery, seven 4" (10 cm) long 
fixed, goblet style pleats. On the 
back, nine simple tabs. Each tab is 
3.5" (9 cm) long, large enough to 
accommodate a 1" (2.5 cm) to 1.5" 
(4 cm) decorative rod. Across the 
top edge the panel has a finished 
width of 27" (68 cm) when fully 
extended. Package of 9 pin hooks 
is attached to back of drapery for 
use with rings.

Inverted Pleat

We’ve taken the best features  
from the faAB Pleat and 
incorporated it into the Inverted 
Pleat. This exclusive heading 
is a modern twist on a classic 
drapery heading. The innovative 
ready-made styling makes this 
sophisticated drapery very easy 
to install.

Features: Seven 4" (10 cm) long, 
fixed and hidden goblet style 
pleats. Each tab is 3.5" (9 cm) 
long, sized for a 1" (2.5 cm) to  
1.5" (3.8 cm) decorative rod. 
Finished width of heading is  
27" (68 cm) when fully extended, 
4" (10 cm) self-lined heading,  
4" (10 cm) blind stitched hem  
and 1" (2.5 cm) blind stitched side 
hems. Package of 9 pin hooks is 
attached to back of drapery for  
use with rings.
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faAB’s Exclusive Headings
Perfect Pleat II and Inverted Pleat

We’ve taken all the best features of faAB’s two exclusive headings—faAB Pleat and Perfect Pleat—and blended them 
together to make two perfect ready-made panels. The innovative improvements make the drapery easier to use, easier to sell 
and much more flexible in its application.

Perfect Pleat II and Inverted Pleat Work In Two Perfect Ways:

One, slips easily on to a decorative rod. Simply use the loops, sewn on  
the back of the drapery panel.

Or Two, change the simple ready-made with the addition of pin hooks  
(a package of nine, along with simple how-to instructions are provided in 
each drapery package). With the pin hooks in place, the drapery panel 
will work perfectly when installed on a decorative rod with rings (or use 
an I-Beam or traverse rod). For a single width panel you will require nine 
drapery rings. Double width panels require 18 rings.

Here’s How:

ONE: We’ve sewn seven beautifully constructed goblet style pleats into the 
panel so it looks just like the Perfect Pleat from the front. And, just like the 
Perfect Pleat, the pleats are perfectly spaced and fixed so that the beauty of 
the folds remain—even when the panels are drawn closed.

TWO: We’ve made it dead easy to install. There are nine simple tabs 
hidden on the back of the Perfect Pleat II, so it looks just like our bestselling 
faAB Pleat panel from the back. Now, this customized pleat style drapery 
can slip easily on to a decorative rod.

Preparing to install the pin hooks

• Use the nine 3.5" (9cm) 
white tabs on the back of the 
drapery as your guide. They are 
positioned evenly across the 
width of the panel. 

• Using a ruler or the guide 
provided on this card, install  
the pin hooks at exactly the 
same height across the panel. 
This will ensure the drapery 
hangs evenly on the rod. 

Installing pin hooks 

• Push the pin hooks through the centre of the white tab, through both 
layers and right through the lining. 

• When properly installed the pin hooks will be hidden inside the goblet 
pleats and will not show on the face of the drapery. 

• Use the stitchline, visible at the top edge of the drapery panel, as your 
guide. When pins are in place, hook them onto decorative rings and  
slide onto a drapery rod. 

• Hang and enjoy!

The Perfect Pleat II and Inverted Pleat work equally well using the pin hooks on a Traverse Rod or I-Beam with runners

Deciding if you want your decorative rings to show above the drapery panel or to be hidden behind the panel.

faAB Instructions for Installing Pin Hooks

Showing off your Decorative Rings

If you move the pin hooks closer  
to the top edge of the white tab, 
more decorative ring will show.

Note: This will lengthen the overall 
drop of the drapery panel on the 
rod. Measure carefully and install 
the drapery rod accordingly.

Hiding Your Decorative Rings

If you move the pin hooks lower on 
the white tab, less of the decorative 
ring will show.

Note: This will reduce the overall 
drop of the drapery panel on the 
rod. Measure carefully and install 
the drapery rod accordingly.

Designer Tip

For a really secure installation use a  
large safety pin to fix the ring to the back  
of the drapery.
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Fabric Choices
Choosing your drapery fabric.

Ready-made fabrics are chosen focusing on a combination 
of three distinct elements—type, texture and colour. 

Type: Natural fabrics, silk, linen, cotton are valued for their 
inherent qualities—luster, texture and hand. They provide 
cloth with interesting inconsistencies, slubs and colour 
variations which add to the look and feel. While man-made 
fibres offer durability and consistency. Plus, with today’s 
technology, man-made fibres can be woven, dyed and 
manipulated to resemble, with uncanny realism, all of the 
natural fibres.

Texture: Draperies can be the easiest and simplest way to 
change the personality of a room. Fabric with textures like 
slubs, sheen, pile and woven patterns add inherent value 
and personality.

Colour: The source of inspiration! Soft tones chosen to 
match the rooms overall colour palette can make the space 
cohesive. Contrasting or strong colours, chosen from a 
spot of colour in a rug or upholstery fabric, can make the 
draperies the instant focal point of the room and add an 
exciting shot of colour.

100% Silk

For many centuries it has been 
synonymous with luxury but today, 
silk is readily available and 

affordable. With fine woven silk, 
the richness is apparent on the 
luxurious surface and silk takes 
dye so superbly that it sings  
with colour. Plain woven silks,  
or slubbed silks, give drapery 
panels a shimmer that provides 
a rich effect when hung on the 
window. 

And silk fabric is so finely woven 
that the fabric falls in sculpted folds 
under its own weight. Shot silk 
appears as one colour from one 
position and different from another 
view. This is achieved by weaving 
the warp and weft in contrasting 
colours, (examine the cut edge 
to see which colours have been 
combined).

Silk is a delicate fabric so drapery 
panels must be fully lined using 
superior quality blackout lining  
to protect from damaging sun  
and moisture.

100% Linen

Linens have a crisp matte finish 
and feature a slightly coarse 
surface. Traditional linen colours 
are often naturals in soft taupe 
or bleached linen in soft whites. 
A linen drapery has a natural 
crispness which gives it fullness 
and body when hung. 

Man-Made Fibres & Blends 

Produce practical, strong  
fabrics with their intrinsic value 
coming from their intricately  
woven patterns. 

Blends make natural fibres like 
cotton and linen more durable.  
With blends the interest is 
produced with either a self-
patterned basic weave or a multi-
weave pattern. Fabrics without 
patterns get their surface interest 
from the blending of colour and 
texture. Light has an effect on 
these fabrics and brings self-
patterned, single-colour fabrics 
to life. The type of weave also 
influences how the colour appears, 
as it affects the density of the 
dye. Fabrics with sheen will seem 
brighter and more dense in tone 
than unglazed matte fabrics.

Velvets

Cut pile fabrics like velvets and 
chenille have a soft, noticeably 
raised surface. The texture is made 
from rows of loops set on a simple 
ground and cut. The direction of 
the pile and the way that light hits 
it affects the colour which can 
change from deep and shadowed 
to shimmering and lustrous. 
Velvets can be woven using silk, 
wool, cotton and blends, and are 
versatile and very hard wearing. 
Velvets and chenille are traditional 
fabrics for draperies offering weight 
and warmth to a room. 

Sheers

Sheer or semi-translucent fabrics 
are woven with the finest of 
threads. This allows light to travel 
through the fabric yet diffuses the 
view to the outside for privacy. 
These lightweight fabrics are best 
used with substantial fullness. 
Traditional sheer fabrics were 
made with muslin but today,  
most ready-made sheer draperies 
are made from man-made fibers 
for drapability and durability.

Designer Tip

Ready-made draperies can be used 
effectively to decorate, to insulate,  
to disguise or to enhance.
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The Beauty of Sheers
Sheer or semi-translucent fabrics are woven with the finest 
of threads which allows light to travel through the fabric 
yet diffuses the view and provides privacy. faAB’s modern, 
ready-made sheer draperies are manufactured using highly 
advanced quality fibres and high-tech weaving processes. 
This makes even the lightest of sheer draperies drape-able 
and durable.

•	 Sheer draperies work beautifully to add lightness and openness to a 
room. Light will penetrate through the folds of the sheer for a voluminous 
effect yet provide enough coverage to eliminate unwanted views.

•	 Sheers can be used in two ways; as the primary drapery when it is used 
fully across the width of the drapery pole or as the secondary drapery 
paired with decorative side panels.

•	 When using sheer draperies only, the very best results are attained 
when you use substantial fullness (we suggest a minimum of two times 
fullness across the rod, even when the drapery is pulled closed).  
This will give the window elegance, softness and full coverage.  
And, because sheers and lightweights are often woven as wide width 
goods up to 118" (300 cm) the fullness is manufactured right into the 
ready-made panel.

•	 When installing decorative ready-mades as the primary drapery, sheers 
can be very effective as a secondary set of panels. It is a cost effective 
and simple solution, particularly when the window has no shutters 
or blinds and it is necessary to restrict a view. When paired-up with 
decorative side panels and those panels are pushed back, the sheers 
will allow light to fill the room but will knock-out an unwanted view.

Designer Tip

Pairing side panels with sheers is very 
easy to do. Simply install a drapery rod  
and pair with the Add-a-Rod. 

It has been designed to attach to the post 
of a drapery rod’s mounting bracket(s). 
Simply slip the sheer onto the Add-a-Rod 
and mount behind the primary rod. 

It’s that easy! 

Add-a-Rod adjusts from 28" (71 cm) to  
70" (178 cm). When using drapery rods  
that have been extended wider than 70" 
(178 cm) long, two Add-a-Rods with a 
centre bracket are required. 
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The Lining Story
Medium and heavy weight fabrics are fully lined with New 
Dimension Dimout, Ultra BlackOut and Soft & Subtle 
BlackOut. These three linings represent the latest technology 
and have been expertly matched to add features that 
complement the content of the face fabric of the drapery. 
Lightweight fabrics are left unlined in order to maintain the 
softness and sheerness of the fabric, and to allow diffused 
light to penetrate through the drapery.

Benefits

Lining offers insulation properties 
against cold, heat, sound and 
damaging UV rays. Plus, faAB’s 
three grades of lining provide 
varying degrees of room darkening 
properties and light control. In all 
cases, the lining adds weight and 
body to the panel which gives the 
drapery a more luxurious look  
and feel.

Will drapery panels fade?

Over time, all fabrics can fade. 
Natural fibres like Silks, Linens and  
100% cottons, have inherently 
delicate qualities. As such, they are 
more susceptible to damage so 
lining is a necessary and standard 
feature. But, regardless of content, 
all draperies benefit from the 
addition of lining as it reduces  
sun damage and fading. 

Features 

New Dimension Dimout 

xceptionally soft and light-weigth 
90% Polyester/10% Cotton lining 
with an acrylic coating. 

faAB Ultra BlackOut 

A soft lining with 100% Acrylic 
on the face and a 100% Cotton 
flannel backing. Superior light, 
temperature and moisture control.

Soft & Subtle BlackOut 

This high tech, light-weight lining 
offers enhanced drapability along 
with full black out capabilities. 
100% Polyester, Acrylic coated.

Designer Tip

Cleaning and Care:  

•	Never place an iron directly on the lining. 
The acrylic coating on the face of the 
composite fabric may be adversely 
affected by the application of direct heat.

•	Dry Clean Only! Bring the content of  
the face fabric and the lining content  
to your cleaning professional’s attention. 
Care must be taken to avoid the 
possibility of damaging the face fabric 
and/or the lining.
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How Many Panels?
faAB ready-mades are designed to shirr simply on 
a decorative drapery rod. They work beautifully and 
accommodate most design applications. 

Remember that ready-mades are not custom drapery so 
make the panels work to the best effect within your specific 
requirements. There are no hard and fast rules.

Here are some recommendations 

A single faAB Pleat should not be shirred (pushed back)  on the rod to less 
than 10" (25 cm) and ideally should not extend past 16" (40 cm). This will 
allow the beauty of the heading and the folds in the fabric to be appreciated.

In the case of the Grommet Panel, for best results, it should not to be 
shirred back to less than 8" (20 cm) but extends beautifully to 18" (46 cm) 
per panel. Please note, due to the metal grommets, when the panel is 
thread onto a drapery rod it cannot extend past about 36" (90 cm).

faAB Perfect Pleat II and Inverted Pleat feature a fixed goblet style pleat 
heading that will not extend past a 27" (68 cm) width. For best effect we 
suggest that the drapery be hung on a drapery rod using the full 27"  
(68 cm) extension.

Measure your window and determine your needs

All faAB panels are made from designer quality fabrics and each panel 
heading is 27" (68 cm) to 52" (132 cm) wide. This generous width provides 
enough fullness for two panels to comfortably cover a window that is 48" 
(122 cm) wide. We suggest the fullness standard recommended by custom  
drapery applications—two times fullness across the rod when the draperies 
are drawn closed. For larger windows shirr additional panels on the rod to 
meet this standard.

The secret of faAB’s exclusive, ready-made draperies is evident when 
multiple panels are hung on a rod. The split between the panels is easily 
and cleverly hidden in the folds of the drapery and the headings have been 
designed to accept the multiple panels with no noticeable  
effect across the top edge of  
the drapery.

How wide should it be

• If there is ample space on either side of the window frame, extend the 
drapery rod 8" (20 cm) to 12" (30 cm) past the window casing. This will 
allow the curtains to clear the window when drawn back and stop light 
from leaking in down the side of the drapery. 

• If space around the window is limited, simply position the drapery rod 
so there is an equal distance on either side of the frame then push the 
drapery panels back to reveal as much of the window as possible. 

• For extra fullness and a more customized look (or a large window), 
consider two panels on each side of the window. When pushed together 
on the rod they fold into each other and appear as a single unit. 
Otherwise consider double width panels, they are available as a custom 
option in faAB HOME and faAB-u-Luxe Collections.

Designer Tip

•	Soften and accent a window by simply 
hanging drapery panels off to the side of 
a window that has been fitted with blinds 
or shutters.

•	Fully cover a window for privacy by  
using multiple panels. Hang an even 
number of panels on the drapery rod 
and position the split in the center of  
the window.

•	Hang decorative, ready-made panels 
off to the side of the window and hang 
sheers in the centre. This allows light to 
enter the room but will provide privacy  
or knock out an unattractive view.
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How to Install Drapes Like a Pro
Help your customers install draperies like a professional.

Standard Length

faAB ready-made draperies are a 
standard 96" (244 cm) long. If your 
customer’s walls are a standard 8' 
(244 cm) tall they should install the 
top edge of the drapery bracket 
at the 96" (244 cm) mark. At this 
height, once the panel is shirred on 
to the rod and the rod is positioned 
on the brackets, the drapery will 
skim or lightly rest on the floor.  

Custom Length

If the wall height is not a standard 
8' (244 cm), consider these 
designer guidelines to determine 
where to install the drapery rod. 

1. Just under the crown molding

2. Right at the ceiling.

3. 6" (15 cm) to 8" (20 cm)  
above the window casing.

4. Half-way between the window 
casing and the ceiling.

Once this choice has been made 
it’s easy to determine the length 
that is required for the panel. 

Measurement Guide

Choose your position, 1, 2, 3, or 
4 as indicated above, and mark 
the wall. Then carefully measure 
the distance between the mark 
and the floor. If other than 96" 
(244 cm), use this measurement 
to order a custom length drapery 
panel. faAB offers custom lengths 
up to 120" (305 cm).

The Back Story

faAB ready-made drapery 
headings have been designed with 
a 1" (2.5 cm) take-up on the top 
edge of the drapery. This special 
feature of our heading has been 
added so that when the faAB 
Pleat, Grommet or Perfect Pleat II 
is shirred on a rod, the top edge of 
the panel covers the bracket

Installation Guideline

For standard 96" (244 cm)  
length panel.

• Mark the wall at 96" (244 cm) 
then install the top edge of the 
drapery bracket at that mark. 
When shirred on the rod the 
drapery will hang beautifully and 
will just skim or lightly rest on 
the floor. (See Designer Tip for 
more details).

For a custom length panel. 

• Note the custom length of the 
drapery panel and mark the  
wall at that exact height.  
Install the top edge of the 
bracket at that mark.  

Example: Mark the wall at the 
desired height and install the top 
edge of the drapery bracket at that 
mark. When shirred on the rod the 
drapery will hang beautifully and 
just skim or lightly rest on the floor. 
(Photo shown is measurement for 
a custom length drapery panel of 
99" (251 cm)

Designer Tip

Add 1" (2.5 cm) in height when marking  
the wall and the drapery panel will just  
skim the floor. Note: The drapery fabric  
will relax slightly and lengthen as they  
hang on the rod. 

Drop down 1" (2.5 cm). This will lengthen  
the drapery panel and allow it to kneel 
(lightly rest on the floor) for a designer look
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How to Install Drapes Like a Pro
When using pin hooks and 
decorative rings move the pin 
hook closer to the top edge of the 
drapery to lengthen the overall 
drop of the drapery and make the 
rings visible.

For a really secure installation use 
a large safety pin to attach the ring 
to the back of the drapery.  

To ensure that the rod does not 
move when pulling the draperies 
back and forth across the rod be 
sure and tighten the decorative 
screw on the face of the drapery 
bracket.

To move the ready-made panel 
more easily across the rod, lift the 
weight of the drapery panel up off 
the drapery rod as you pull.  
(Use the handle of a broom,  
it works like a charm).

Take-up on a Grommet panel is 
1.5" (4 cm). Account for this when 
installing your drapery rod.

Inside measurement of the 
grommet is 1.5" (4 cm), purchase 
drapery rods that are 1.5" (4 cm)  
or less in diameter.

To hang Rod Pocket sheer 
draperies behind a set of 
decorative panels, install an  
Add-a-Rod by simply resting it on 
the post of the drapery bracket 
then tightening the screws to make 
it secure.

For best effect position the 
brackets four inches from the finial 
toward the middle of the rod then 
place the grommet/tab or ring on 
the outside of the bracket.  
This will hide the bracket from view 
and keep the drapery from pulling 
away from the end of the drapery 
rod when being moved. 

Position the drapery rod 6"  
(15 cm) past the window casing. 
This will ensure that light does not 
leak along the outside edge of the 
drapery panel.

Move the pin hook lower on the 
heading to shorten the overall drop 
of the drapery and make the rings 
disappear behind the panel.

The faAB Pleat also works 
beautifully with the addition of 
decorative rings. It gives the panel 
a designer look and makes the 
drapery easier to move across the 
rod. Simply use the ten tabs sewn 
on the back of the drapery as an 
easy guide for installing the pin 
hooks. There is a package of pin 
hooks sewn on to the back of the 
drapery panel.
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Use the tabs on the back of the 
faAB Pleat as a guide for pin 
hooks.



Care & Cleaning
Ready-made panels, when removed from the package,  
may have creases created from the fold lines. These should 
fall out over time, without pressing due to the weight of  
the panel  hanging on the drapery rod. In fact, some 
customers find that the light creases and wrinkles add 
interest to the drapery.

If you prefer, press your panels before installing them on  
the rod. Follow the instructions below:

• Remove creases by pressing 
the face fabric of the drapery 
lightly with DRY HEAT ONLY!

• Use the appropriate fabric 
setting when pressing the 
face fabric. Fabric “content” is 
indicated on the sewn-in label 
on the reverse side of each 
drapery panel. Draperies may 
contain Polyester, Silk, Linen, 
Cotton, or blends. 

• If pressing the lining avoid 
direct heat. The acrylic coating 
on the composite lining may 
be adversely affected by the 
application of heat.

• Do not use a steamer or steam 
iron. The intense heat may 
shrink the fabric and water can 
leave marks on the delicate face 
of the fabric.

Regular Maintenance 

To keep the natural luster and 
sheen on the face fabric of your 
drapery, we recommend regular 
vacuuming.

Use the fabric attachment on your 
vacuum cleaner to gently clean the 
face fabric and remove dust and 
loose surface dirt.

Designer Tip

Dry Clean Only! Use a reputable dry 
cleaner only. Bring the content of the 
face fabric and the lining content to the 
attention of your cleaning professional.

Special care should be taken by your 
cleaning professional to avoid damage  
to the face fabric and/or lining. 

With regular maintenance, dry cleaning 
should only be required to remove 
noticeable stains.
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Glossary of Terms
Bracket: 

a metal or wood support used to affix the decorative rod to 
the wall

Decorative Rod Set: 
a set of drapery hardware consisting of a pole made from 
wood or metal with brackets and two finials 

Double Width: 
an extra-wide drapery panel consisting of two single panels 
sewn together lengthwise to form one wide panel

Finial: 
a decorative end cap affixed to each end of the pole in a 
decorative rod set

Frill: 
a 1" (2.5cm) high band across the top of the drapery panel 
above the 1 ½" (4 cm) pocket on a Rod Pocket Panel;  
when the drapery is shirred on a rod, a ruffle or frill is created

Goblet Pleat: 
a style of the traditional pinch pleat, where the back of the 
pleat is sewn to the heading at the top to form a hollow tube

Grommet: 
a large metal ring or eyelet inserted evenly across the 
drapery heading, allowing the drapery rod to pass through

Heading: 
top edge of the drapery panel; a turned and sewn 4" (10 cm) 
double thickness band of fabric, constructed using a tab, 
grommet or goblets style pleat (Perfect Pleat II)

I-Beam: 
a drapery rod where the cross section resembles the letter I, 
used with runners as a track for drapery panels to glide across

Kneel: 
describes when the drapery panel is just long enough to 
lightly rest on the floor

Man-made fibres: 
the components of fabrics (synthetic) such as polyester, 
nylon, acrylic and polyolefin, which are mechanically or 
chemically produced

Natural fibres: 
the components of yarn used in the consrtruction of fabric 
such as silk and linen, derived from nature

Panel: 
a single width of drapery fabric where the finished size 
across the top is the width of the bolt of fabric from which  
it was made, typically ranging between 48"–54"

Pleat Panel: 
drapery panel that will lie flat, but when shirred on the rod 
using the tabs attached to the back of the heading, falls into 
natural folds or pleats

Ruched: 
the rippled effect created when the fabric is gathered or 
pushed back across the rod

Shirr: 
the action of pushing or gliding the panel onto a drapery rod

Skim: 
when the bottom hem of the drapery panel sits just above or 
lightly touches the floor

Stacked: 
when the drapery panel is pushed to the outside end of  
the rod

Stacking Area: 
the minimum amount of space a panel requires when 
ruched on a drapery rod

Take-up: 
one inch of fabric added to the top of the heading of the 
drapery so when the panel is shirred on a rod, the top edge 
of the panel covers the bracket

Traverse Rod: 
a type of drapery rod with a mechanism allowing the 
drapery to be opened and closed by pulling a cord

Two-times Fullness: 
when the overall width of the drapery panels is double the 
width of the window
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